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Suggested answers to 2014 GCE O-levels Physics (5059) Paper 2 
by Physics Tutor Calvin Kong 

 
Section A 

   
1. ai Elastic Potential Energy 
 aii Gravitational Energy 
 bi KE = ½ mv2 
  1900 = ½ (45) v2 
  v = 9.2 ms-1 
 bii The energy stored in the stretched spring is the sum of 1900 J and the work done (gain in 

GPE) in lifting the gymnast from A to B. 
   
2. ai It is difficult to position the ruler along the diameter of the circle. 
 aii Vernier calipers 
 bi Volume = (Cross-sectional Area) x Height 
  = [ (1.252) -  (0.402)] x 0.15 
  = 0.66 cm2 
 bii 

Density, ρ  = 
V

m
 = 

0.6610

5.2
= 7.9 gcm-3 

   
3. ai Mass is the amount of matter in a body while 
  weight is the gravitational force acting on a mass. 
 aii 

Mass, m =  
g

W
 = 

10

10 x 150  3

= 15000 kg 

 bi For equilibrium, sum of CW Moments = sum of ACW Moments 
  F (7+5) = (150 x 103) (5) 
  F = 62500 N 
 bii F = 150000 – 62500 = 87500 N 
 c The lift from the front rotor is decreased while the lift from the back rotor is increased 
   
4. a  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 b 1. Air molecules collide unevenly onto the surface of the smoke particles from different 
directions. 

  2. Air molecules collide onto the surface of the smoke particles with different speeds. 
 c There is an increase in frequency of collision by the air molecules onto the inner walls of 

the glass box. 
  The greater speed of the molecules also causes greater impact (force) for each collision. 
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5. a Latent heat of fusion is released to the surroundings as bonds are formed. 
 b Energy removed as water cools from 20 oC to 0 oC, Q = mcθ= (400)(4.2)(20) = 33600 J 

  Energy removed as water freezes, Lf = mlf = (400)(330) = 132000 J 
  Total amount of energy removed = 33600 + 132000 = 165600 J 
 c Air near the freezer will be cooled by conduction. 
  This cooler air being denser, will sink. 
  Warmer air at the base of the refrigerator compartment being less dense, will rise. 
  A convection current is therefore set up, which causes the temperature of air inside the 

compartment to be eventually uniform. 
   
6. a It is the angle of incidence inside an optically denser medium which gives an angle of 

refraction of 90o in the optically less dense medium. 
 b  

 ci All light rays with angle of incidence more than 49o is reflected internally and not seen by 
viewer above the surface. The light rays with angle of incidence less than 49o will be 
emerged and seen. 

  By considering in 3-dimensions, the incident rays that eventually emerge forms a cone, 
where the base of this cone is the circular area on the water surface. 

 cii 
tan 49o = 

2

r
 r = 2.3 m 

   
7. a Light Dependent Resistor 
 b 

Re = 
1

60

1

30

1










 + 

1

80

1

80

1










  

  = 20 + 40 
  = 60 Ω 
 ci Current refers to the rate of flow of charges. 
 cii Resistance of LDR will decrease, causing the total resistance of circuit to decrease as well. 
  Current in battery will increase with the lowered resistance. 
   
8. ai It is the ratio of useful energy output to energy input. 
 aii Compact Fluorescent Lamp 
  Useful Output Power of Filament Lamp = 40 x 9 % = 3.6 W 
  Useful Output Power of Compact Fluorescent Lamp = 10 x 4 % = 4 W 
 aiii Difference in power = 40 – 10 = 30 W = 0.030 kW 
  Energy used = (0.030)(600) = 18 kWh 
  Cost savings = (18)(25) = 450 cents = $4.50 
 bi Infrared 
 bii The amount of energy emitted per second at wavelengths 400 nm to 700 nm forms a small 

proportion out of the entire range. Large amount of energy is emitted as infrared which is 
radiant heat. 
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 biii The low efficiency of the filament lamp is due to large proportion of radiation being infrared 
and not visible light. Using a less absorbent glass does not change this proportion but only 
allows a greater amount of visible light and infrared to transmit through the glass. 
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Section B 

   
9. a The strength of wind is not constant. This means that the amount of electricity generated 

fluctuates and may not meet the high demands of the city. 
 bi The power output is zero for wind speed under 5 ms-1. 
  The power output increases linearly as the wind speed increases from 5 ms-1 to 15 ms-1. 
  The power output reaches a maximum of 0.6 MW and remained constant for wind speed 

of 15 ms-1 and above.  
 bii Energy = (2 x 60)(0.6 x 106) + (1 x 60) (0.3 x 106) 
  = 9 x 107 J 
 biii The above calculations in based on the assumption that wind speed and output power is 

constant during the one minute intervals, which is very unlikely in actual cases. 
 c Step up transformers are used to transmit electrical power at a high voltage. 
  A higher voltage will result in low current in the transmission cables which in turn reduce 

power loss due to Joule Heating. 
   
10. a P has to be greater than 0.5 N so that it can overcome the frictional force and give a 

forward resultant force which is more than 0 N. 
 bi F = ma 
 bii When P = 2.5 N, a = 1 ms-2 
   ma = P – f 
   m(1) = 2.5 – 0.5 = 2 kg 
 ci When P = 2 N, a = 0.75 ms-2 
  

Using a = 
t

uv 
  0.75 = 

3

0v 
 

  v = 2.25 ms-1 
 cii The resultant force becomes zero. 
  According to Newton’s First Law, the body will remain in its state of uniform motion when 

the resultant force acting on it is zero. 
  The bag will continue its motion at a constant speed of 2.25 ms-1. 
 d It is the pulling force that acts in the opposite direction as force P. Action-reaction pair 

acts on opposite bodies. This force is acting on the student. 
   
11.  EITHER 
   
 ai E.m.f. refers to the work done by a source in driving unit charge around a complete 

circuit. 
 aii P.d. across a component is the work done in driving unit charge through the component. 
 bi p.d. across resistor R = 9 – 2.6 = 6.4 V 
 bii 

1.  current in R1 = 
I

V
= 

500

6.4
= 0.0128 A = 12.8 mA 

  2. current in R2 = 12.8 – 1 = 11.8 mA 
  

3. resistance of R2 = 
I

V
= 

0.0118

2.6
= 220 Ω 

 ci An increase in resistance will lower the current in the main circuit. A lower current results 
in less power loss (Joule Heating) given by the formula, Ploss = I2R. 

 cii The resistance of R2 needs to be increased as well. 
 ciii If R1 is greater than 6000 Ω, the combined resistance of R2 and the electronic device has 

toincrease proportionally in order to keep the p.d. across the electronic device at 2.6 V. 
This will lead to a very high combined resistance of the entire circuit and the resulting 
current could drop below 1 mA. 
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  OR 
   
 ai 

Time taken for sound to travel from clarinet to listener at A, t = 
s

d
= 

330

21
s 

  
Period of wave, T = 

f

1
= 

220

1
Hz 

  
Number of vibrations = 

330

21
 

220

1
 = 14 

 aii 1. 220 oscillations were made by each molecule in 1 second. 
  2. The molecules oscillate with smaller displacement from their original position. 
 bi 

 
 bii KE of the particles is transferred to adjacent ones through collision. Each particle only 

oscillates in their fixed positions. 
 biii The particles all lie in the same straight line, which indicates that the direction of vibration 

is parallel to the direction of wave travel. 
 biv 
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